
Dave Jose’s Memberships Easily Available for YOU!  

1: Notice to Gov and Making Change with Politicians If you are looking to shake and quake the nation, 

but don’t know where to start, this is the PMA membership for you. David Jose has put together a starter 

membership full of knowledge and wisdom teaching you the importance of putting government on 

notice and how to move politicians to make change. This is an absolute must for any patriot looking to 

gain wins as God has blessed us with. Join the thousands who have tasted the sweet taste of victory. 

https://player.switcherstudio.com/watch?p=76a6d87b-aded-488d-8e30-360af149fce2  

2: Wanna be the best amongst the best in the nation with priceless PMA knowledge and understanding! 

Join David Jose who has successfully put the brakes on bad government across the country and even on 

Native American land!  

PMA Shield 1-2 parts Webinar:  

https://player.switcherstudio.com/watch?p=def575e7-78ef-4976-ab73-f54c411ec571 

  

3: In order to be the best at law, you have to deprogram from all the trickery and lies presented by 

attorneys, teachers and government and get into the actual real, written, and proven law. You won’t 

believe how much wisdom you will gain and how easily you will find yourself trapping attorneys and 

government officials in a way that brings real freedom and justice. This membership makes one ultra 

powerful with the law in simplicity! Public v Private PMA Webinar: 

https://player.switcherstudio.com/watch?p=4f537aa4-5145-4305-8435-46fcade2e089  

4: How to Government Proof Your Life and Affairs: Learn how to protect yourself from all forms of 

government overreach and encroachment. In this PMA webinar you'll gain a clear and comprehensive 

understanding of your guaranteed rights and liberties and how to fully avail yourself of the safeguards 

put in place to protect you. You will be amazed at just how many liberties we've been tricked out of. 

https://player.switcherstudio.com/watch?p=db0dac37-1dc9-4b60-9586-f7cd6bc06487 

5: Maladministration Manual Webinar Switcher: In this PMA membership you will learn in depth the 

meaning of maladministration and how it applies to all government servants regarding their 

responsibility to the people. This teaching is crucial to understanding clearly the duties and obligations 

all public servants are required by law to follow. Once you master this fundamental you will never again 

feel powerless when it comes to exacting full compliance from our government trustees. Also, within this 

webinar, you'll begin to understand why as the people we don't need to prove fraud when it comes to 

elections, but instead insist that they adhere to constitutional protocol. Truly a game changer! 

https://player.switcherstudio.com/watch?p=38a09377-ea2e-422c-8bf8-9a034b0d61d9 
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